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A SHORT HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY
The early cave paintings show the fact that man (1) ------record himself, his activities, and his environment. Until recently, the
art of photography (2) ------- for talented individuals instead of ordinary
people. Famous painters have left (3) ------- pictures that reflect man’s
journey through time. The camera was not invented (4) ------- the 19th
century. However, the two basic elements of a camera (5) ------- for
hundreds of years before then.
(6) ------- first element of a working camera known by the ancients (7) ------- the effect
of a lighted area separated from a dark area with only a pin-hole-opening between them.
Ancient people knew that an inverted (upside down) image of the lighted area would
(8) ------- on a flat surface in the dark area. As early as the 1400’s it was documented that
inserting a lens in the hole would (9) ------- a crisper, clearer image.
The second known element of a working camera was the existence of materials
(10) ------- of permanent change when exposed to light. They (11) ------- experiments with
these light-sensitive chemicals for centuries but did not manage to use them to coat a flat
surface. Putting these two known elements (12) ------- was quite difficult for them. Early in
the 1800’s, the first experiments took place attempting to make images on paper surfaces
coated with light-sensitive material. The (13) ------- worked, but a lot of logistical problems
still had to be solved. (14) ------- then there have been tremendous improvements and
discoveries in the art and techniques of photography. Nobody (15) ------- have dreamed of
color or instant photography in those years.
1. A) has always wanted to
B) has always wanted
2. A) is reserved
B) was reserved
3. A) remarkable B) flourishing
4. A) from
B) by the time
5. A) hadn’t been known
B) would be known
6. A) A
B) ----7. A) was
B) were
8. A) produce
B) was produced
9. A) create
B) terminate
10. A) able
B) capable
11. A) operated
B) opposed
12. A) with
B) without
13. A) phase
B) prediction
14. A) Ago
B) Since
15. A) could
B) shouldn’t

C) has always been wanted
D) was always wanted to
C) has been reserving
D) was reserving
C) apparent
D) acquainted
C) until
D) since
C) had been known
D) wouldn’t be known
C) Another
D) The
C) is
D) are
C) be produced
D) produce
C) accomplish
D) install
C) approved
D) effective
C) performed
D) prescribed
C) against
D) together
C) process
D) progress
C) During
D) Within
C) couldn’t
D) should
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